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This Is Why You Should Thank At Least One Veteran For Their Service Every Day Of Your Free Life!! Be
prepared to be normally shocked and awe influenced to discover that your neighbor regularly leaves the
protection of his home, nation and the love of his family because he feels compelled to answer the call to
defend ALL OF OUR FREEDOMS against evil horrible vile creatures that I am ashamed to call men. I have
just finished reading this publication and it so affected me that I had to close it, start at the start and read it
again. It wasn't confusing.! Theses are the individuals who make me proud to be American. I just had this
unshakeable feeling that I acquired to know their names, remember their activities and commit to my
memory the deeds of these extraordinary men. Recommend, you will feel a sense of awe, pride and
inspiration after reading this! It is also a book that reveals the facts of a transformative procedure that takes
place in a free of charge people if they witness an unspeakable tragedy done against them and carried out
against their allies. Please purchase two copies of this book and give someone to a veteran and simply tell
him it's the right path of honoring him, his era and the uniquely American sacrifices he designed to protect
our INCREDIBLY AWESOME NATION! But truly I have to stop to enable you to reach this incredible tale
of existence and humility, that you may then experience your own emotional response from what these guys
did and what guys just like them, "Damn Few" continue to do. A super read with often when you cannot put
the reserve down. It's a merchant account of an intense Particular Forces battle in Afghanistan. In spite of
the subject matter, it was to me an extremely positive book. Actually I am sure in the event that you asked
these males what they did need the answer could have been short and basic. Captivating I really enjoyed
scanning this publication on my leisure time here in Kandahar Afghanistan." Get ready to learn a book
written by the next door neighbor that mowed his lawn when he was house, drove his kids to college and
volunteered to protect the school crosswalk.! Be prepared to feel the rest from combat humor of the strain
that crept over you and triggered you to sit down and read this whole story in a single setting. I think that the
writer of this book teaches more in what it means to be a man, friend, warrior and American than any history
reserve or class ever could.I could keep heading AND I WISH TO! These men were uniquely culled and
selected to solve an extremely specific problem and these guys endured. The men is this book aren't killers,
they are not blood lusting thugs.!!This is a terrifically good story, it's fast paced, you can meet each player
and you also get to take part in a really historical event. Just simply because he experienced that Jude
deserved our nations highest honor Personally i think that this reserve deserves MUCH, MUCH, A LOT
MORE than a mere 5 stars.To the man, Rusty Bradley. All I could say is thank you! It made me value the
down sides of moving men and materials in the occasionally rocky, desert terrain, sometimes wet and
muddy and fighting sometimes in dense crops including huge marijuana fields. Be it training, equipment,
ROE, prosecution of the battle with achievable goals, and treatment during and after for those who sacrificed
in part or whole. It wasn't offending. Unbelievable what these brave US Special Forces achieved against
100's of taliban fighters. These were to become a blocking drive. Yes but I also understand our world does
not work this way and likely won't for as long as life is perceived as expendable in trade for power. They
utilized a tactic that to this day still remains an integral strategy, take and hold the high ground. Keep in
mind their primary mission is to teach indigenous troops also. A small squad of roughly ten men along with
20 to 30 Afghanistan National Army soldiers preserved a major mission from the brink of disaster. A
respectful note of gratitude This book ought to be required reading in school curriculum programs across the
country. I think you could this a book about war which is obviously true. A must read This is actually the
story of the very most important battle of the war on terrorists you never heard about. Thank you SF. And
thank you for posting this phenomenal, gritty account of what really goes on at the front lines of a battle
against beasts who hate everything we stand for. But simultaneously you'll have a even greater respect for
our Special Forces than you already have if you are even considering this book. Just buy it and browse it.
Another great book to greatly help understand what War is Excellent read! Since the not all on the planet
live/die by the same guidelines of morality (including us on uncommon and embarrassing events) and

having examine many books on the courage/sacrifices that our (and other countries) men/ladies make when
tasked with war on others I've wondered what our western societies will be like if these little few did not go
when asked. What kind of globe would we live in if terrorism gained or IS ruled? Perform I wish we resided
in a world where in fact the talent and potential of our youth (small in quantities but incredible in what they
accomplish) were not tasked with the waging of battle on others? Instead the regained the initiative and got
key high ground. I believe if more people knew the horror and sacrifice that comes when we send visitors to
defend our life-style we'd support them better in so many ways. Essential read! This book, among so
numerous others, tells what a tiny number of our people knowledge when in a war, thankfully. When I
browse these stories and reflect on all I have to be grateful it reminds me that my globe could be completely
different were it not really for somebody being on the end of the spear to defend what so most of us neglect.
Long rambling review, my apologies. Important thing; THANK YOU to those who give so that I could type
out reviews/views while I sit in a warm house watching college soccer bowl games rather than worry about a
car bomb up the street, or someone knocking on the door and dragging me apart, or any of the other myriad
points which sadly and frequently occur in many countries throughout the world. Thank you Rusty and your
brothers. This tale encompasses war, tragedy, violence but truly it reveals what makes American's uniquely
American. They got poor intel and finished up fighting and defeating a much larger Taliban force. There's
no real padding, precisely what lifestyle was like for Unique Forces prior to the fight, addressing their
assigned site along with ambushes getting there and then their battle. A squad of Special Forces saves a
significant coalition fight from the brink of disaster. The book is well written. The editing is great. Taking
into consideration the type of story it really is, there is not plenty of profanity probably because of the
author's deep Christian beliefs. The author does not puff himself up but provides credit to the people of his
team and the officers above him. Bradley was a captain at that time. The is great coverage of the interactions
with the Afghan army who was fighting along side with the Unique Forces. None of these men felt special,
non-e of them wanted attention, acknowledgement or accolades. A book about our American Heroes Great
book and accurate story love reading about any of it Great read! Usually admire the soldiers on the floor,
courage. I am struggling enormously to convey how utterly decent the writer is as well as the men who
served with him. Fantastic book. Told in the unadorned, vocabulary of a professional soldier's after-action
report with little pretense to literary polish, it brings to the reader the smells of cordite and death, intermixed
with fear. This is an excellent story “The Lions of Kandahar” is a gripping, first-person narrative of recent
action in the Afghanistan War. Thirty US Unique Forces troops, helping a small Afghan light infantry unit,
were take off and surrounded by well-led and well-armed Taliban troops ten situations their number.
Threatened for days with being over-run, and continuously under attack, they had to rely on air possessions
for close air flow support, resupply, reinforcement and evacuation of wounded. Very exciting I would
suggest this reserve to anyone who enjoys military stories, heck I would recommend this book to anyone
who enjoys non fiction. The reader will listen to echoes of Ia Drang, Kohima, and Roarke's Drift, and
marvel as United States soldiers willingly positioned their lives in the balance when other soldiers were in
peril, fighting not really for self or country, but for the lives of their comrades. Awesome Just what a
fantastic read. This was a fast moving first hand account of the struggles of the united states military in
Afghanistan. It wasn't anything I can put my finger on. This book is currently among my favorite modern
military books. In order that our youth and teaching establishments acknowledge, respect, support and
admire our military. So that we remember that the liberties our nation enjoys are defended by committed
warriors with support from their families. I actually didn't want this book to end I really enjoyed this
publication. This will be made into a film like American Sniper, Lone Survivor, Dark Hawk Down and We
Were Soldiers. There's so much you by no means knew about the battle in Afghanistan that book brings
alive you'll receive pissed you never noticed it in the mass media. They would have mentioned unanimously,
"We just wish to accomplish our jobs, a job that must definitely be done and we want desperately that all of

us would come home to family and loved ones when the job IS DONE! It was really motivating and
encouraged me to keep pressing honoring these men. Great book Great book very good look inside
particular forces operations
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